
Camera Raw filter for astro imaging (part 1) 
 
Adobe Camera Raw allows you to import, edit and enhance raw images non-destructively, and can be 
applied as a filter plug-in in Photoshop. 
It is originally designed for handling all modern raw formats (from DSLR camera’s), but it offers many 
useful options for all kind of image processing, including deep sky images. 
 
I frequently use features of Camera Raw filter in my processing workflow in Photoshop.  
On the right-hand side of the Camera Raw filter menu you find an extensive list of options. 
In this contribution I only use the “Basic” menu to enhance the tonal range and contrast of the data, 
and extract faint details (such as faint nebulosity). 
 
Rather than using the “Exposure” and “Contrast” settings (sliders) to adjust the overall image 
brightness and contrast, I prefer to use the “Highlights” to brighten or darken the brightest parts of 
my image (preserving areas that may initially appear over-exposed or burned out) and “Shadows” to 
control the dark-sky background.  
The “Whites” setting is very useful to adjust and recover overexposed white areas (e.g. overexposed 
stars, galaxy core, center of a globular cluster…). 
The “Clarity” slider is an excellent tool for sharpening and enhancing the (local) contrast of your data. 
With the “Dehaze” slider you can reduce or increase existing haze in your image. 
Finally, I use the “Vibrance” and “Saturation” settings in this basic submenu. Vibrance is a nice tool to 
boost the color saturation of your image without overdoing it. 
 
As always recommended with Photoshop, you can use layers and masks to reveal or hide certain 
details or the effect of processing steps… Moreover, local adjustments are possible in Camera Raw 
with the “Adjustment Brush” tool.  
 
To illustrate the use of Camera Raw filter, you’ll find attached some images before and after applying 
these tools (Pre-processing was done in Astro Pixel Processor (APP). 
These pictures show M78 (Pro Dataset with CHI-2) and the Corona Australis star forming region 
together with globular cluster NGC 6723 (advanced request with CHI-2) before and after applying the 
Camera Raw filter in Photoshop.  
The last picture shows a printscreen of the “Basic” submenu of Camera Raw filter with typical (slider) 
settings. 
 
I hope you’ll agree that the Camera Raw filter actions already improved both images… 
   



 
 

 
 

Camera Raw filter for astro imaging (part 2): deconvolution 
sharpening 
 
Adobe Camera Raw (ACR) is an incredibly powerful and flexible tool for applying adjustments to your 
images. In Photoshop CC, you have the ability to apply Camera Raw adjustments as a filter.  
It is very useful to optimize your astro-images too: see my first post on ACR of June 30th or Scotty 
Bishop’s post from last Saturday…  
 
This contribution focuses on deconvolution sharpening with ACR or Camera Raw filter in Photoshop 
CC.  Sharpening is the ability to clearly differentiate small details at a given resolution. 
Deconvolution sharpening is a form of sharpening designed to offset the softness created by cameras 
and lenses. Through some complicated math and some assumptions, deconvolution sharpening can 
help restore much of that lost detail. Hence, we are increasing the apparent detail in an image… 
 



How to use deconvolution sharpening? 
Open ACR (or Camera Raw filter if the image is already open in Photoshop CC) and go to the detail 
tab. 
-) Detail: move the detail slider all the way to the right (to 100). Detail controls the sharpening 
algorithm used (unsharp mask when set to 0, deconvolution when set to 100, and a blend of the two 
in between). 
-) Radius: move the radius slider all the way to the left. This slider controls the size of the sharpening 
effect. Depending on your image (resolution) you might increase this radius setting. 
-) Mask: leave masking to its minimum (0), as this slider tends to produce artifacts when used. 
-) Amount: just move the amount slider up or down until you get the amount of deconvolution 
sharpening you want (when viewed at 100% or closer). 
 
If you’re using Photoshop, you can apply deconvolution sharpening locally using layers & masks, or 
on a smart object for maximum flexibility in your processing workflow. 
In case you exaggerate noise by this sharpening action in smooth areas of your image (e.g. 
background sky, stars…), you can easily fix that by blending the image and use deconvolution only for 
increasing detail in the appropriate parts of your image. 
You can also use other sharpening tools afterwards in your workflow (e.g. High Pass filter), just be 
sure to do this deconvolution first.  
 
I used an SHO-image of IC443, acquired via advanced requests with CHI-2 (ASA500N telescope), to 
illustrate the effect of deconvolution sharpening with Camera Raw filter. Pre-processing was done in 
Astro Pixel Processor. 
First printscreen shows the effect of deconvolution sharpening (before left, after right) with Camera 
Raw filter. 
Second printscreen shows the result of this deconvolution sharpening and then increasing local 
contrast and color saturation with Camera Raw filter (I used clarity, dehaze, vibrance and saturation 
sliders to adjust the image, as also explained in my previous post on ACR). 
Denoising was done with Franzis Denoise Projects 3 to get the final image. 
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